
A Dialogue Between Classic Apologetics and Presuppositionalism 

 

 

The following is a collection of blog comments between Adam Tucker, the Ratio Christi chapter director at 

UNC Greensboro, and myself, Fred Butler. Originally, I had written a brief blog post explaining in bullet 

outline fashion the key points of presuppositionalism.
1
 Adam came along and added his challenges in the 

combox to my position and defending the classical approach with Christian apologetics.  He did such a 

splended job outlining his view, I thought our discussion would be useful for those students studying 

apologetic methodology.  I went and collected them here in one long, running exchange.  

 

The comments are only slightly edited to correct spelling mistakes and other typos. I separated our 

individual comments according to font style and color. Adam’s comments will be in Arial blue, whereas 

mine are in Georgia default black.  

 

[Adam’s First Comments] 

 

Hello Mr. Butler, Thank you for your thoughts and I appreciate your zeal and desire to share 

Christ with a lost and dying world and to be God honoring in the process.I actually work for Ratio 

Christi, and I thought I'd comment if you don't mind. Please note that Ratio Christi has not asked 

me to comment, and this interaction is solely started on my own initiative.  

 

First, as a simple point of fact, Ratio Christi does not officially endorse an evidentialist 

methodology. As I'm sure you're aware, though this blog post did not make clear, 

presuppositionalism and evidentialism are not the only two apologetic methodologies. Ratio 

Christi is firmly based in the methodology of classical apologetics, and while this is similar to 

evidentialism, it is quite a different approach and produces quite different results. 

 

Second, you said, "This does not mean unbelievers are stupid and "unreasonable" and thus 

unable to function as people in a society. Rather, it means their reasoning cannot learn about 

spiritual things and biblical truth apart from a divine work of regeneration. Their unbelief and 

rejection of the Christian faith is not one lacking "evidence," or having it explained to them 

correctly, but is fundamentally a moral/spiritual problem." My question is, how did you gain the 

above information? Thanks so much for you time. 

 

[Fred’s First Response] 

 

Thanks Adam for the comments, I appreciate them. 

 

You write, 

 

First, as a simple point of fact, Ratio Christi does not officially endorse an evidentialist methodology. As 

I'm sure you're aware, though this blog post did not make clear, presuppositionalism and evidentialism 

are not the only two apologetic methodologies. Ratio Christi is firmly based in the methodology of 

                                                
1
 The initial post was at my original blog hosted by Google Blogger. When I moved to the Wordpress platform, I had 

to remaster the post and in the process, deleted the comments. The first post Adam respond to can be found here, 
https://hipandthigh.wordpress.com/2014/12/09/nine-basic-bullet-points-for-presuppositional-apologetics/ 



classical apologetics, and while this is similar to evidentialism, it is quite a different approach and 

produces quite different results. 

 

A couple of things here.  

 

I realize the typical classic, evidentialist attempts to distinguish himself from the general, garden 

variety evidentialism; but honestly, at the ground level both are the same. Particularly in the 

areas of the "self-evident" sufficiency of proofs and evidence for the faith, and the ability of 

natural man to be reasoned to faith apart from the work of the Spirit of God.  

 

Secondly, the Ratio Christi purpose statement makes these two points clear. I have also heard 

the main director articulate the same ground level points on the Stand to Reason radio program. 

So I don't believe I am misleading readers by using that statement as an example of what I mean 

regarding evidentialism. If you insist there still exists a difference, I'd be curious for you to tell 

me those differences, as well as demonstrate how your method is much more biblical and 

fruitful as you claim. 

 

Regarding your second point and the question you ask, My question is, how did you gain the above 

information? 

 

The Bible provides us some significant insight to the human condition that we can pull together 

a theology of man, sin, and its effects upon man's reasoning. Just out of curiosity, what role does 

Scripture play in shaping your methodology? Most classic evidentialists leave Scripture out of 

the discussion UNTIL it has been adequately proven to the sinner to be a reliable source of 

information.  

 

The Bible is clear that men are separated from God spiritually, and that spiritual separation 

binds their thinking and reasoning to a sinful nature. Review the passages I noted in my article. 

So IOW, during the evangelical/apologetic encounter, which I believe to be one in the same 

(BTW, your camp tends to separate those two categories as different opportunities), apart from 

the work of God, no man can be presented evidence with the intention that the evidence alone 

can be enough to persuade the sinner to Christ. When we engage the sinner, there are two 

worldviews opposed to one another. Spiritual things are discerned, argued Paul in 1 Cor. 2, 

through the work of the Spirit. Our goal as apologists/evangelists is to expose the sinner's 

rebellion against God. Conversion is God's victory over the rebellious worldview of the sinner 

and the bringing him into subjection to the Lordship of Christ (1 Pet. 3:15ff.) 

 

I welcome your response, and look forward to responding. 

 

__________ 

 

[Adam’s Second Comments] 

 

Thanks for the follow up Mr. Butler. I appreciate it.  

 



In regards to the classical/evidential distinction, I really don't want to get hung up on that. But I 

would offer these thoughts. The classical apologist works in a systematic fashion building a case 

for Christianity from the ground up in a step by step process. The evidentialist, on the other hand, 

would probably be content with looking at evidence for the resurrection for example and building 

an entire case for Christianity, God's existence, etc. from that one area. This could certainly lead 

to a more probabilistic conclusion regarding God's existence. The classical method actually ends 

up showing how God necessarily must exist in order to explain reality. 

 

Neither camp, however, would contend that someone can be "reasoned to faith apart from the 

work of the Spirit of God." I'm sure it was unintentional, but that is actually a caricature of these 

two positions. 

 

Regarding my second question, you said, "The Bible provides us some significant insight to the 

human condition that we can pull together a theology of man, sin, and its impact upon man's 

reasoning." My follow up question would be, how do you know the Bible provides you with that 

information? How can you understand it? 

 

It is true that classical apologists think a case needs to be made to show that the Bible, as 

opposed to some other "holy" book, is in fact the word of God. Otherwise, it seems one would 

either beg the question or simply resort to fideism, neither of which are biblical.  

 

You said, "no man can be presented evidence with the intention that the evidence alone can be 

enough to persuade the sinner to Christ." Again, I don't know of any classical apologist who 

would believe that evidence alone can lead someone to trust in Christ as their savior. What the 

evidence can do is be used by the Holy Spirit to clear away intellectual obstacles and give 

someone a reason for believing Christianity is reasonable and THAT it's actually true. It's 

between them and the Holy Spirit as to whether or not they place their trust IN Christ. There's 

obviously a big difference between belief that and belief in as I'm sure you'd agree. 

 

 

[Fred’s Second Response] 

 

Hey again Adam, keep the feedback coming, 

 

You write, 

 

The classical apologist works in a systematic fashion building a case for Christianity from the ground up 

in a step by step process. 

 

I am just curious how you do this apart from scripture. That's why I asked that question about 

the role scripture plays in shaping your methodology. Or maybe you do so on the basis of 

scripture? How can you make a case for the truth claims of a specific Christian apologetic "from 

the ground up in a step by step fashion" that is ultimately a religious faith that is found in 

scripture? Something you have to "prove first" as you argue below. Do you see the inconsistency 

here? 

 



continuing along, 

 

Neither camp, however, would contend that someone can be "reasoned to faith apart from the work of 

the Spirit of God." I'm sure it was unintentional, but that is actually a caricature of these two positions. 

 

It would be helpful, then, to explain this to the primary promoters of your methodology. When I 

hear folks like Greg Koukl argue for the truth claims of Christianity, he does so by intentionally 

"leaving out the Bible." In fact, I listen to his program weekly and hear him say this all the time. 

The same can be said about Jim Wallis of "please convince me" or the ID/Discovery Institute 

guys who bend over backwards trying to avoid invoking the God of scripture when discussing 

"design.” William Lane Craig is probably the most notorious for saying we should start with 

philosophy and not theology when engaging unbelief. For you to say I am offering a "caricature" 

of your position is just not affirmed by what I hear from your camp. 

 

continuing, 

 

Regarding my second question, you said, "The Bible provides us some significant insight to the human 

condition that we can pull together a theology of man, sin, and its impact upon man's reasoning." My 

follow up question would be, how do you the Bible provides you with that information? How can you 

understand it? 

 

Christianity is a "revealed" faith. IOW, God has revealed Himself to men. Salvation is also 

"revealed." Men may read the Bible but not understand it; that is, believe it savingly. For a 

sinner to believe the Gospel savingly requires a divine work of regeneration. My point is that as 

proclaimers of the gospel message we keep these truths about men in mind when we engage 

them. We leave the results to God's Spirit, not OUR ability to compel, or convince, or persuade. 

 

continuing, 

 

Otherwise, it seems one would either beg the question or simply resort to fideism, neither of which are 

biblical. 

 

Those are red herrings, especially the claim of fideism. Fideism implies a blind faith, but our 

faith is set upon God's revelation. 

 

continuing, 

 

Again, I don't know of any classical apologist who would believe that evidence alone can lead someone 

to trust in Christ as their savior. 

 

Again, see the men I mentioned above. 

 

 

 



continuing, 

 

What the evidence can do is be used by the Holy Spirit to clear away intellectual obstacles and give 

someone a reason for believing Christianity is reasonable and THAT it's actually true. It's between them 

and the Holy Spirit as to whether or not they place their trust IN Christ. There's obviously a big difference 

between belief that and belief in as I'm sure you'd agree. 

 

Evidence has to be interpreted, would you agree or disagree? 

 

I think you give too much credence to the authority of evidence and it's ability to clear the way. 

Case in point: the consensus of modern science says the earth is billions of years old, yet the 

Bible is quite clear in Genesis that God created in the space of 6 days (this is affirmed several 

places in the scripture) and we can trace the history of the world back to less than 10,000 years 

ago. Many in your camp would argue the evidence trumps the scripture in this area. And in 

point of fact, would insist that the creationist causes stumbling blocks for the unbeliever. What 

do you do when so-called "evidence" doesn't line up with the historical truth claims of the Bible? 

 

__________ 

 

[Adam’s Third Comments] 

 

Thanks again for your comments Mr. Butler. It seems as though there may just be some fairly 

simple misunderstandings happening. For example, of course the Christian faith is founded in 

revelation found in the Bible. But there is no inconsistency in first determining whether or not the 

Bible is in fact trustworthy. Using the classical approach, one would show that truth is knowable, 

that the theistic God exists, that miracles are therefore possible, that the New Testament is 

historically reliable, that the NT said Jesus claimed to be God, that Jesus proved to be God via 

miracles and namely the resurrection, therefore Jesus is God, and anything He says is true.  

 

Jesus said the Old Testament and the promised NT is the word of God. Therefore the Bible is 

true and anything opposed to it is false. It's not that one can show via evidence that Jesus' death 

and resurrection atoned for our sins for example. That's not an observable process. But one can 

show via evidence that Jesus proved to be God and that what He says is therefore true. 

 

Regarding Koukl and others, it once again depends on which truth claims of Christianity one is 

referring to. If it's the historical claim of the resurrection, then one can examine the historical 

evidence (including eyewitness testimony from the Bible) just as Paul appeals to in 1 Cor. 15. If 

it's a claim that must be believed by faith, like the atonement, then it can be shown that the 

authority making the faith claim is a trustworthy authority. But regardless, nothing you presented 

in your reply contradicts what I said. We simply believe that every portion of reality points to God 

and that God can use philosophical reasoning, scientific evidence, etc. to draw people to Himself. 

It's not reason/evidence or the Holy Spirit. It's the Holy Spirit working through it all. 

 

Regarding the Bible, I realize and agree that the Christian faith is a revealed faith. No classical 

apologist would deny that. But you've moved my question back a step. How do you know that "to 

believe the Gospel savingly requires a divine work of regeneration"? 



You said my claim of possible fideism was a red herring and you responded with, "Fideism 

implies a blind faith, but our faith is set upon God's revelation." But isn't this the very thing in 

question? How do you know the Bible is in fact God's revelation? 

 

I certainly agree that evidence must be interpreted, which is one reason why William Lane Craig 

would argue that we must start with philosophy because this informs our interpretation. Similarly, 

the Bible must also be interpreted. How do you know you're interpreting that correctly? My 

apologies, but I'm going to not chase the rabbit of the age of the earth controversy. Suffice it to 

say that both reality and the Bible, as part of reality, must be interpreted. And where they seem to 

conflict either our understanding of one or the other, or both, is incorrect. We certainly agree that 

IF the Bible is God's word that it will never contradict reality. Our understanding of one or the 

other can certainly be mistaken however. 

 

EDITOR: After Adam’s last set of comments, rather than posting my response in the combox, I 

took it to the front page of my blog and wrote an article entitled CSI Apologetics. With that 

article I addressed the use of evidence in apologetics and evangelism. It can be located here, 

https://hipandthigh.wordpress.com/2014/12/12/csi-apologetics/ 

 

What follows is our interaction with that blog article as the context. 

 

[Adam’s Fourth Comments] 

 

Mr. Butler, thank you for taking the time to write a blog post about this issue based on our 

exchange. I appreciate that, and I appreciate your kind words. Please note, that again I offer the 

following thoughts in humility and I appreciate your desire to share Christ with a lost and dying 

world in a God-honoring way. Also, I hope to refrain from this becoming a debate about five-point 

Calvinism as I think the problems with the presuppositional approach you've outlined are more 

fundamental than a theological discussion. As such, I will also try to refrain from debating and 

belaboring interpretations of specific Scripture passages regarding man's total depravity, as 

again, I think the problems are more fundamental or foundational than our understanding of any 

particular passage of Scripture. 

 

Regarding the charge of you question begging or leaning towards fideism, I just want to be clear 

on the context of that. In our previous discussion about your other blog post I said: "It is true that 

classical apologists think a case needs to be made to show that the Bible, as opposed to some 

other 'holy' book, is in fact the word of God. Otherwise, it seems one would either beg the 

question or simply resort to fideism, neither of which are biblical."  

 

You responded and then I responded with: "You said my claim of possible fideism was a red 

herring and you responded with, 'Fideism implies a blind faith, but our faith is set upon God's 

revelation.' But isn't this the very thing in question? How do you know the Bible is in fact God's 

revelation?" 

 

To me, this is the crux of the matter. You've offered several passages of reference throughout 

this blog post and have offered many theological thoughts based on your understanding of the 

biblical teaching about total depravity. But the question still remains, How do you know the Bible 

is in fact God's revelation? 



 

In our previous discussion, you said: "Evidence has to be interpreted, would you agree or 

disagree? I think you give too much credence to the authority of evidence and it's ability to clear 

the way." 

 

In this most recent post, you add to that line of thinking the following: "While I heartily agree that 

any so-called 'evidence' for the existence of God or the integrity of Scripture is open to 

interpretation by the presuppositions the unbeliever brings to bear upon that 'evidence,' a 

discussion involving evidence can be used to reveal the folly of those presuppositions and the 

faulty, inconsistent worldview from where they originate." 

 

I think this hits on something very important to consider. Yes, evidence must be interpreted, and 

certainly someone's interpretation could be wrong. But you almost seem to imply here that 

evidence is unreliable simply because it must be interpreted and there is no objective 

interpretation. Perhaps that is not what you mean, but that seems to be the implication. This 

understanding of what you are saying is further illustrated when you said: "He did not present this 

video as 'neutral facts' that can be used to reason with an unbeliever about the reality of God's 

existence."  Yet, you do say that a discussion of the evidence can be used to reveal the folly of 

someone's presuppositions.  

 

This statement, of course, would be agreed with by all classical apologists. However, this fact 

seems to undermine your very position. For it is only because there is an objective and 

unchanging, or neutral, foundation upon which all thought is based can discussion of ideas and 

changing of one's opinion really take place. The classical apologist does not argue that the 

evidence being discussed is necessarily neutral in and of itself. However, we all share the same 

reality and have the ability to observe and function within that reality, and we all share the same 

unchanging neutral foundations of our thinking. So while conclusions cannot necessarily be 

deduced from these foundations, all assertions and conclusions can be reduced to these 

foundations. In other words, it's because the law of non-contradiction, for example, is a function of 

reality and a foundational principle of thought that you are able to discuss evidence with anyone 

and show them the folly of their incorrect understanding of reality. 

 

You seem to admit as much when you said: "I agree with my commenter up to a point. I would be 

foolish to say men are so corrupted by sin that they are unable to rationally function in society, or 

in the case of his question, unable to understand what the Bible says about the sinfulness of men. 

Of course I believe all men think “logically” (depending upon how they understand “logic”), 

communicate rationally with each other, react to instances of right and wrong, and have a sense 

of the divine, or what would be understood as a transcendent authority outside themselves.  This 

would be what theologians understand as the “image of God” in man.  God created men to be 

rational, logical, moral beings." 

 

It is this very basic ability of man to think and to experience reality that the classical apologist 

uses as a starting point for showing that all of reality points to God. 

 

You said: "Additionally, just so as to be clear, I don't depend upon evidence to be the persuading 

element in an evangelical encounter. Nor do I further believe the Holy Spirit "uses" evidence to 

clear intellectual obstacles as my commenter suggested in one of his comments. That is because 



a sinner's refusal to believe has nothing to do with his intellect being cleared, but has everything 

to do with his heart.  He has a moral problem, not an intellect problem." 

 

Of course man has a moral problem, but that doesn't mean in our culture that man also doesn't 

have an intellectual problem to overcome as well. That's the role of apologetics. Someone's 

refusal to believe truth and someone not knowing what that truth actually is are two different 

things. Apologetics addresses the latter.  

 

You said: "Moreover, their presentations are often times inconsistent with their apologetic 

methodology. On one hand, when they teach about the doctrine of man, they will say he's in 

rebellion against God and can do nothing good, yet on the other, when they engage the 

unbeliever, they seem to believe those exact same sinners, when presented with evidence for the 

Christian faith, can be convinced of it." 

 

Again, this seems to be confusing man's ability to be saved with man's ability to observe reality. 

As you admitted, we can think logically and function in realty. Having the ability to observe and 

think about reality in order to reason that God exists is not the same as having the ability to save 

oneself or reason to how to be saved. 

 

You said: "How can a fallen sinner unable to understand spiritual things be convinced the 

evidence proves the truthfulness of the Christian truth claims?  Would he not be a biased jury 

member to begin with?"  This seems to point back to the neutral evidence thing. The short 

answer is that it does happen. There are plenty of atheists who were convinced Christianity is 

true based on the evidence. That fallen sinner is still reasoning and functioning in a reality, as 

you've admitted, that points to God when one learns to the think well. 

 

You said: "So in other words, at least in the way I understand it, the “illuminating” Logos is 

equivalent to the “Holy Spirit using evidence to remove obstacles” and is one way He overcomes 

the crippling effects of sin in the human mind so as to draw men to Himself.  The only problem I 

have with this classic, Wesleyan-Arminian view of the Spirit’s work of “prevenient” grace  is that it 

isn't biblical." 

 

Again, I think there are too many other problems with your view to get hung up on quoting 

Scripture back and forth. Suffice it say, however, that Jesus Himself provided evidence for 

people, for the disciples, for Thomas, etc. The apostles pointed to this evidence, did more 

miracles as further evidence, and Paul pointed to evidence as he debated, persuaded, and 

convinced his listeners. 

 

You said: "But when Adam fell into sin, sin not only separated man from God, but it also marred 

his ability to think rationally, logically, and morally.  In the NT, the apostles often write about how 

man's ability is marred in these areas.  See for example Paul's description of sinners in Romans 

1:18 ff., 3:10-18, 8:6-8 and Ephesians 2:1-4, 4:17-19.  It is what is termed “total depravity” 

because sin impacts the totality of the human being both his physical and spiritual dimensions. 

 

Perhaps I'm misunderstanding you, but this seems to contradict what you said before about it 

being foolish to say that man can't think logically and function in society. Moreover, the verses 



you list don't say anything in contradiction to what I've argued for. If anything, the Romans 1 

passage specifically supports what I'm arguing for. 

 

You said: "Even though they may dispute God's existence like a number of the well-known 

atheists who publicly revile God and religion, they still live their lives as though He exists.  They 

are outraged by acts of immorality (they always complain about God being a “moral” monster), 

they certainly insist upon being “logical” (faith and religion being “illogical”), and they appeal to a 

transcendent “authority” outside themselves (“Evolution is the driving force behind all reality”).   In 

other words, they live life according to their divine image." I totally agree. Again, man has the 

ability to reason and observe a reality that completely points to God because he is created in 

God's image. 

 

You said: "I have encountered many unbelievers who know what the Bible says about the 

Resurrection, the atonement, and the basic Gospel message.  In fact, I have met many who could 

articulate the Christian faith better than most Christians.  Think Bart Ehrman.  It is absolutely 

certain they know the “truth,” and in point of fact, they don't need to be convinced of it at all by 

any evidence.  Even the devils believe God, writes James, and they have the sense to tremble 

before Him (James 2:19)." 

 

First, this again seems to undermine your own position. You admit that man has the ability to read 

and understand language. Thus man has the ability to think logically, to know things about reality, 

to communicate, to know other minds exist other than his own, etc., etc. These things must be 

true prior to someone coming to the text of the Bible. Moreover, one must have a certain 

metaphysics and epistemology in place before he understand anything about the Bible as well. 

And it's these things the classical apologist uses to demonstrate God's existence and build a case 

for why one should believe the words he reads in the Bible. 

 

Second, saying people know what the Bible says and saying they "know the truth" are two 

different things. This, again, is the very thing in question. Why should Bart Ehrman believe the 

Bible is actually true? It seems evidence and learning how to the think well is what many people 

do in fact need. I agree, however, that often times people don't want to believe and evidence 

doesn't matter. But that doesn't mean one shouldn't examine and share the evidence simply 

because there are people who don't care. 

 

You said: "The issue really isn't unbelievers in need of being convinced of the truth claims of 

Christianity.  The real issue is the implication those truth claims present to unbelievers. Let that 

last sentence soak in a moment (hence the reason I put it in italics, bold font, and colored it 

blue)." 

 

IF Christianity is true, then ultimately I agree with you. But why should anyone believe 

Christianity, as opposed to some other religion, is true in the first place? 

 

You said: "Remember, the Bible tells us their hearts are willfully in rebellion against God's 

authority.  Like Paul writes in Romans 8:7, “the carnal mind is at enmity against God.”  It is a 

picture of warfare; men stand in treasonous opposition to God's authority and willing reject it.  

Their opposition to God's authority has nothing to do with intellectual obstacles in need of being 

removed or having a reasonable answer supplied to their objections." 



 

Once again, there is a difference is willfully rejecting God's authority and having the ability to 

reason to God's existence. I don't know of any classical apologist who would disagree with that. 

That doesn't mean we shouldn't remove any intellectual stumbling blocks they may be relying on. 

We should at least do as Paul says and tear down arguments and every lofty thing that raises up 

against the knowledge of God and then those who willfully reject God's authority will do so while 

having no intellectual leg to stand on. More could be said, but as I mentioned before, I think the 

problems with this view are more fundamental than a theological debate.My apologies for the 

lengthy post, and again, thank you for your time. 

 

[Fred’s Third Response] 

 

Hey Adam, thanks again for responding. I appreciate the sharpening. I'll try to hit the salient 

points to keep our discussion focused. 

You write, 

 

Also, I hope to refrain from this becoming a debate about five-point Calvinism as I think the problems 

with the presuppositional approach you've outlined are more fundamental than a theological discussion. 

As such, I will also try to refrain from debating and belaboring interpretations of specific Scripture 

passages regarding man's total depravity… 

 

It isn't my intention to turn this into a discussion about "Calvinism" though I consider myself to 

be "Calvinistic." My interest is the text of Scripture and building my apologetic theology on its 

exegesis, which confirms to me a Calvinistic soteriology. One area I would disagree with you, 

however, is the debating the interpretation of specific passages. You write that you want to share 

Christ to a lost and dying world in a God-honoring way, yet the only way we can know how to 

honor God is by knowing what God says about this from His Word, and our understanding of 

God's Word can only come from dealing with specific interpretations of Scripture. Maybe you 

have not thought about this, but the proper, as well as improper, interpretations of those 

passages significantly shape how we engage the lost with evangelism.  

 

You ask, 

 

But the question still remains, How do you know the Bible is in fact God's revelation? 

 

Fideism is best defined (at least in our context) as believing unquestioningly what someone tells 

you. That has never been my position. Hopefully you took the time, or will take the time, to read 

over the article by Dr. Kruger I linked above. He goes into more detail on the sufficiency of 

Scripture in the apologetic endeavor.  

 

At any rate, you won't like my basic response, but we know the Bible is in fact God's revelation 

because it says so. Notice that I didn't shift my certainty to "my experience" or "the evidence 

says" like a Mormon burning bosom experience. It is the Bible that is claiming this for itself as 

God's Word. As Paul writes, Scripture is God-breathed. It is a revelation from the true and living 



God and so Scripture is tied to God's character. The very fact that God has demonstrated His 

sovereignty, power, trustworthiness in time and space, is the grounding where we trust the 

infallibility and truthfulness of Scripture. That has been the historic, Protestant Christian 

position for centuries, especially since the Reformation, and what is articulated in the classic 

creeds both in Presbyterian and Baptist denominations.  

 

It is what is described as the self-authenticating nature of Scripture. If it makes this claim for 

itself, which it does, then we trust it on that basis as believers. I will also add that ultimate 

persuasion of the Bible's claims can only come from the regenerating work of the Spirit that 

affirms its truthfulness. 

 

you write, 

 

you almost seem to imply here that evidence is unreliable simply because it must be interpreted and 

there is no objective interpretation. 

 

Evidence is evidence. It's just sitting there. It is not a matter of it being unreliable, it is just that 

it is impossible to evaluate it objectively, as you claim. That is because all men will evaluate it 

filtered through a grid of presuppositions that are operating from a particular worldview. How I 

understand DNA and how Richard Dawkins understands DNA cannot both be correct. Now, we 

may agree as to the chemical process, and all the mechanical particulars, but the conclusions we 

make that shapes how I understand DNA and how he does comes ultimately from our 

worldview. 

 

Adam writes, 

 

For it is only because there is an objective and unchanging, or neutral, foundation upon which all thought 

is based can discussion of ideas and changing of one's opinion really take place. The classical apologist 

does not argue that the evidence being discussed is necessarily neutral in and of itself. However, we all 

share the same reality and have the ability to observe and function within that reality, and we all share 

the same unchanging neutral foundations of our thinking. 

 

Before we continue, it may be helpful for you to define what you mean by "neutral" and 

"objective." What I understand you to mean by "neutral" is something like "what we all take for 

granted in human experience." But how can you deal with, say fundamentalist Hinduism that 

would argue "all is illusion." Their view of the evidence doesn't necessarily share how I 

understand reality.  

 

Continuing, 

 

It is this very basic ability of man to think and to experience reality that the classical apologist uses as a 

starting point for showing that all of reality points to God. 

 



But in your eagerness to agree with me, you left out my further elaboration of these points when 

I addressed what the Bible says about man's fallenness, man already knowing their Creator, and 

the implications of what it means to submit to God. Those factors play heavily in the way we 

begin our "starting points." 

 

Continuing, 

 

Of course man has a moral problem, but that doesn't mean in our culture that man also doesn't have an 

intellectual problem to overcome as well. 

 

Just a question: Do you think Bart Ehrman has an intellectual problem to overcome? Clark 

Pinnock? Domminic Crossan? What about Richard Dawkins? Or the host of apostate, so-called 

former Christians, who now rant against God? Many of them, like I stated in my article, can 

articulate the "evidences" better than many Christians I know. 

 

Continuing, 

 

Perhaps I'm misunderstanding you, but this seems to contradict what you said before about it being 

foolish to say that man can't think logically and function in society. Moreover, the verses you list don't 

say anything in contradiction to what I've argued for. If anything, the Romans 1 passage specifically 

supports what I'm arguing for. 

 

If you continue in my article I say specifically that it is the implications that men recoil against. 

Again, Bart Ehrman may be able to think "logically" about the NT documents, and even teach 

about it in his class, but because his reasoning is fallen, he not only twists the information about 

those documents, he draws conclusions about it that is designed to suppress the knowledge he 

has about God. In a word, he is self-deceived.  

 

As to Romans 1 and those other passages supporting your arguments, perhaps you can take the 

time to unpack what you mean. This would be great blog fodder at your place. =-) I mean, you 

being the campus director, it may be to your advantage to engage your students with what you 

have encountered from me and others like me.  

 

Continuing, 

 

Thus man has the ability to think logically, to know things about reality, to communicate, to know other 

minds exist other than his own, etc., etc. These things must be true prior to someone coming to the text 

of the Bible. Moreover, one must have a certain metaphysics and epistemology in place before he 

understand anything about the Bible as well. 

 

How can you be certain of those things apart from divine revelation? I believe those truths about 

men because the Bible tells me. But you would argue that the Bible needs to be proven first as a 

reliable document before I could make such conclusions and hold men accountable to them. 

 



Continuing, 

 

Why should Bart Ehrman believe the Bible is actually true? It seems evidence and learning how to the 

think well is what many people do in fact need. 

 

Are you familiar with his background? He was taught at Moody, and then went to Princeton 

where he sat under, at the time, the preeminent NT scholar, Bruce Metzger. According to 

Ehrman, he believed the Bible was true UNTIL he "followed the evidence" and discovered that 

he had been lied to and mislead by his evangelical, Christian pastors and teachers regarding the 

Bible. 

 

You write, 

 

IF Christianity is true, then ultimately I agree with you. But why should anyone believe Christianity, as 

opposed to some other religion, is true in the first place? 

 

This is the kind of questions atheists asks. Not to be unkind, but really? Just as Paul wrote in 

Acts 17:30, "Truly these times of ignorance God overlooked, but now commands all men 

everywhere to repent, because He has appointed a day on which He will judge the world in 

righteousness by the Man whom He has ordained. He has given assurance of this to all by 

raising Him from the dead." These words explain why unbeliever should believe Christianity as 

opposed to some other religion. 

 

Continuing, 

 

Once again, there is a difference is willfully rejecting God's authority and having the ability to reason to 

God's existence. I don't know of any classical apologist who would disagree with that. 

 

Our difference, however, is that I believe the Bible is crystal clear that men already know God 

exists. They don't need to be convinced of it. A number of classic apologists would disagree with 

that. 

 

Concluding, 

  

That doesn't mean we shouldn't remove any intellectual stumbling blocks they may be relying on…. 

 

I don't think unbelievers are relying on intellectual stumbling blocks. Like I said, it's a heart 

issue, not a mind issue. We can provide them with the most compelling evidence imaginable, 

and yet they will still find some way to explain it away. It comes down to what will be their 

authority to which they declare their allegiance: the fear of the Lord or the folly of sinful men. 

 

__________ 

 



EDITOR: After that lengthy exchange with Adam, I wrote another post addressing what I see 

are serious problems with classical apologetic methodology, entitled, God Fearing Apologetics, 

https://hipandthigh.wordpress.com/2014/12/16/god-fearing-apologetics/. What follows is our 

discussion in the context of that post. 

 

[Adam’s Fifth Response] 

 

Mr. Butler, Thank you for taking the time to engage this issue further. I've read through your post 

once, and am not ready to respond just yet. I'm not really even sure where to start. You make 

quite a few generalizations and take what I would consider a few cheap shots, but again, I've only 

read through the post once and perhaps I'm reading more into your words than is actually 

there.Out of curiosity, have you had a chance to read my comments about the paper you linked in 

the comments of the other post? Thanks again… 

 

[Fred’s Fourth Response] 

Adam, appreciate the challenges as always. BTW, thanks for pointing me to that article about 

Ken Ham2, I got a response already in the works3. I'll try to work my way through your last 

responses this weekend. I may not respond to them, but I'll certainly read through them.  

 

You're probably right that I made a lot of generalizations, but the reality of generalizations is 

that they tend to sum up the facts. I am not sure what exactly you think I am "generalizing" but I 

am confident my evaluation of the mainstream, popular Christian apologetics is accurate and 

would be willing to debate it with anyone. I am of the opinion there are things we cannot "debate 

vigorously but never divide over." Creation and the historical Genesis account being a prime 

example. Maybe to help utilize our time and focus our thinking, instead of giving a point by 

point rebuttal, pick one or two of the primary items you think are absolutely necessary for me to 

be challenged about. That will help keep our writing precise and the readers engaged.Oh, and 

btw, you can call me Fred. Mr. Butler makes me sound old. =-) 

 

__________ 

 

[Adam’s Sixth Comments] 

Thanks Mr. Butler, I mean Fred :) 

 

I'll try to be as brief as possible, but given the length of the post, there are several relevant issues 

that need to be addressed.  

 

First, I don't disagree with much at all from the first portions of your post. I have friends who 

disagree, but I too tend to see apologetics and evangelism as one and the same, or at least two 

sides of the same coin. There is much within your post I do disagree with however. 

                                                
2
 Richard Howe, “It’s Worse Than I Thought,” https://quodlibetalblog.wordpress.com/2011/07/12/its-worse-than-i-

thought/ 
3
 Fred Butler, “Apologetic Dissonance,” https://hipandthigh.wordpress.com/2012/03/06/apologetic-dissonance/ 

https://hipandthigh.wordpress.com/2014/12/16/god-fearing-apologetics/


You said, "Third, When I am discussing matters of "apologetics," I begin with addressing what is 

revealed in Scripture concerning what it is all men know in their hearts already: that they know 

there is a God, they are at enmity against Him, His wrath abides upon them, and the only hope 

they have is the Gospel of Jesus Christ." 

 

I agree God has revealed His existence to everyone via creation and conscience. But, where 

exactly within Scripture do you find that "all men know in their hearts already" that "the only hope 

they have is the Gospel of Jesus Christ"? If all men knew this already why would we need to tell 

them. Rom. 10:14-15 seem to indicate otherwise.  

 

You said, "My detractors, however, will argue I am begging the proverbial question with this 

approach.  In other words, I am calling people to believe upon a religious message without giving 

a reason for the reliability of that message first. " 

 

This is precisely what you're doing because all men do not already know that their only hope is 

the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Why should anyone believe that? I could just as easily say Allah is 

your only hope, or the Book of Mormon says its way of salvation is your only hope, or Obe Wan 

Kenobi is your only hope,etc., etc. A reasonable person would need a good reason to believe any 

of these claims. One could certainly believe the claims blindly or via subjective 

feelings/experience, but then how would we adjudicate between these opposing truth claims 

since they can't all be true? 

 

You said, "That sounds "reasonable," but the apostolic witness modeled for us in the NT never 

begins with building a complicated case for Christ first before engaging the lost." And then you list 

some instances from Acts 14 and Acts 17. You then say, "There is no building a case for 

Christianity in either of these two episodes. He started with what he knew was true of all men, told 

them they were guilty before God, and the only remedy for this problem is Jesus Christ.  I would 

think that is where all Christians would try to begin when engaging unbelievers: With an 

apologetic methodology that is grounded in biblical theology." 

 

I think this is very important, so let's look at the passages involved. Why did the crowds worship 

Paul and Barnabas? You say yourself, because Paul performed a miracle. In other words, the 

people had a good reason to think Paul was something special. People were not expected to just 

simply take Paul's word for it, nor Jesus' for that matter. Jesus and the Apostles did miracles to 

confirm their message (Matt. 11:3-5; John 20:30-31; Acts 2:22-24; Acts 14:3; 2 Cor. 12:12).  

 

Moreover, you're right, Paul went on to appeal to creation and nature as reason to believe in the 

God of the Bible and not the mythical gods. But he didn't merely assert this, he was providing 

reasons for believing this, not to mention he had already provided reason, via the miracle, for the 

people to listen to him. I'm not quite sure how this supports your case. 

 

You go on to mention Acts 17 and say, "Paul did, however, get to finish when he addressed the 

Athenian academic elites in Acts 17.  Again, he didn't build a case for Christ by showing them 

reasonable "proofs."  He began with the same points he did with the Lystrians, but instead of 

being interrupted, he climaxed his preaching with the proclamation of Christ's victory over death 

in His Resurrection." 

 



Again, I'm not sure how this supports your case. Paul started with where his audience was. This 

audience, being "very religious" and thus not a group of atheists, already believed in the 

supernatural and Paul met them there. After laying out some very Thomistic sounding 

metaphysics and theology regarding what type of existence this God has, he said, "Therefore 

having overlooked the times of ignorance, God is now declaring to men that all people 

everywhere should repent, because He has fixed a day in which He will judge the world in 

righteousness through a Man whom He has appointed, having furnished PROOF [emphasis 

mine] to all men by raising Him from the dead.” 

 

I'm not really sure what more needs to be said about this point. How much clearer can it possibly 

get? He didn't quote Scripture, in fact, he quoted their own poets. He met them where they were 

and reasoned with them, all while pointing to the Gospel. I think it's safe to assume, since it was 

his custom elsewhere and the members of the Areopagus asked to hear more, that Paul 

conversed with them further and probably provided a pretty good argument for the resurrection if 

it was anything like his argument in 1 Cor. 15. 

 

You went on to say, "1) The appeal to secular philosophy as an interpretive grid to understanding 

the Bible and presenting theology. What possible good can we gain learning from pagans and 

their false views of knowledge?" 

 

Here's where some of the major problems arise. First, I hope it's safe to assume that you value 

logical thinking. You've said elsewhere, and the paper you linked agreed (at times anyway), that 

people can think logically and that it's a prerequisite for knowledge. You've evidenced this by the 

fact that you obviously think presuppostionalism is definitely NOT the same as non-

presuppositionalism.  

 

So granting that you think logical thinking should be valued and appreciated, I hope you also 

appreciate the fact that this whole point commits the genetic fallacy (an informal logical fallacy) by 

arguing against an idea's origin rather than against the idea itself. The origin of the idea has little 

to nothing to do with the truthfulness or falsity of the idea in question. It should also be noted that 

Aristotle, while certainly not inventing them, did have a major hand in discovering and codifying 

these laws of logic that we are both using. I'm sure we also both enjoy the benefits of the 

mathematics discovered and worked out by many of these pagan thinkers. Stupid pagans… 

 

Moreover, you claim to know that the pagans, and by implication from your point 1, all of "secular 

philosophy," had a false view of knowledge. But how do you know this? This seems to bring up 

the dichotomy that Dr. Howe's blog discusses, which you said you were working on a reply to. I'll 

await your reply before going into detail here, but suffice it to say that the dichotomy is we either 

have knowledge via man's word or God's word. The problem is, how can we understand God's 

word? We can't appeal to God's word for that knowledge because that's the very thing we're 

trying to gain knowledge about. But again, I'll await your response before going any deeper on 

this point. 

 

You go on to say, "2) Classic apologists tend to accommodate theologically errant 

perspectives.But I guess this apologetic ecumenism is expected if you view the Bible as a 

secondary component to your apologetic efforts." 

 



First, I would consider this either a cheap shot  or simply being lazy and arguing against a straw 

man. The Bible is certainly not a "secondary component." It is primary, but one must first have 

reason to believe in its primacy. Moreover, I'm assuming you're familiar with church history. 

Exactly how many apologists through the centuries do you need who are arguing against heresy 

for you to conclude that classical apologists do not accommodate theologically errant 

perspectives?  

 

Also, as to the basic point of whether or not classical apologetics as a method is biblical and God-

honoring, this point is ultimately a non sequitur. But what you're really getting at, as the rest of 

this point indicates, is that many classical apologists are not young-earth creationists (though 

many are), and you are convinced this is a true test of orthodoxy. Of course, one would have to 

ask how you know that, but then we're back to the man's word/God's word distinction and how we 

can understand God's word in the first place. 

 

You said, "I mean, I am only assuming that over time some people will be convinced by the 

evidence, right?  They'll give the Christian message a fair hearing and even commit themselves 

to the faith. Okay, now what? What are they to believe about the Bible? Where will they attend 

church? What the Episcopalian and Catholic "apologists" believe about the Christian faith is much 

different than what Baptists "apologists" may believe, or the Calvary Chapel "apologists."  Is it at 

this point we bring the Bible into the conversation?" 

 

Again, I would take this as another cheap shot and/or caricature. If you need names of folks who 

have come to Christ via classical apologetics, then those can certainly be provided. Your other 

questions move out of the realm of apologetics and into many other areas such as hermeneutics, 

pastoral care, theology, etc. I'm not sure what that has to do with this topic other than the fact that 

our philosophical understanding about reality will in fact affect these other issues as well. And, 

again, to pretend that the Bible is not important or completely left out of the equation is simply 

disingenuous. 

 

Finally, you continued that line of thought with this last point, "3) Classic apologists diminish the 

Bible's authority in their apologetic presentations.I cannot recall how many times I've caught 

myself talking back to my radio saying "It's in the Bible, SAY IT!" when I hear a program on which 

a popular apologist is "defending" the Christian faith against whatever issue under discussion.  It 

seems as though they are embarrassed of the Bible's authority on the matter." 

 

Again, another straw man. The Bible's authority is not being diminished in the least. Rather, what 

is actually happening is that the Bible's authority is being ESTABLISHED and not simply 

asserted. You'd certainly not expect someone to take a Muslim's word for it that the Koran says 

Jesus wasn't crucified, and well, it claims to be an authority directly from God, so there, Jesus 

wasn't crucified. If I don't even believe God exists, then who cares what the Bible says! How can 

there be a word from God if God doesn't even exist in the first place, or at least the God of the 

Bible? We've got to meet people where they are and go from there. 

 

You said, "But why should I have to prove the Bible independently first as a reliable depository of 

truth BEFORE I can appeal to the truth contained within it?  Is it not truth? I thought truth was 

truth, no matter where it was found; yet for some reason the Bible is off limits in the 

conversation." 

 



I've already alluded to this. I could claim anything is an authority and quote from it, but why 

should my listener believe me? Furthermore, this contradicts your point one. If "truth is truth no 

matter where it is found," why is it apparently impossible for us to learn anything from pagans? 

 

Finally, you said, "Which makes me wonder why the classic apologist engages in apologetics to 

begin with.  If he says, "because God wants us to as Christians," where exactly does he find that 

exhortation?  If he says the Bible, was that a "true" exhortation before he was persuaded of the 

Bibles truthfulness?  Or did it become "true" AFTER he was persuaded of the Bible's 

truthfulness?" 

 

This is simply confused and yet another straw man regarding classical apologetic methodology. 

Of course truth is true whether anyone believes it or not. That's simply the nature of truth. But 

how do we know x is true and y is not if one or the other is not self-evident to us? Does our 

investigation of x or y make one or the other true? Of course not, and who would argue such a 

thing? But if we don't self-evidently know whether x or y is true, is it not always the case that the 

reasonable person would investigate rather than guess? Considering God's command in Is. 1:18 

and Matt. 23:37 I vote for reasoning rather than guessing. 

 

 

[Fred’s Fifth Response] 

 

Sorry Adam for getting back to you late. And I am just responding to your first comment. We're 

busy here at Church this week with a major conference and I have a homeschooling thing a Sea 

World of all places. I do appreciate the comments, btw.  

 

You write, 

 

I agree God has revealed His existence to everyone via creation and conscience. But, where exactly within 

Scripture do you find that "all men know in their hearts already" that "the only hope they have is the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ"? If all men knew this already why would we need to tell them. Rom. 10:14-15 

seem to indicate otherwise.  

 

I could probably nuance that better by clarifying that all men know there is a God, they are guilty 

before Him, and under His wrath, AND (the message we bring to them that they don't know 

because it is only revealed through special revelation) Jesus Christ is their only hope.  

 

Continuing, 

 

This is precisely what you're doing because all men do not already know that their only hope is the 

Gospel of Jesus Christ. Why should anyone believe that? 

 

Exactly. They wouldn't believe it UNLESS the Lord is drawing them unto Himself. Like I noted 

in my article, Paul never gave reasons for any of those claims. He did to the Christian church in 

his epistles, say for instance, 1 Cor. 15, but he is writing Christians, not unbelievers.  

 



A reasonable person needs saving faith, something that is divinely given, not a "good reason." 

Their nature has to be dealt with first for them to even consider the reasonableness of any 

reasons.  

 

Continuing, 

 

Why did the crowds worship Paul and Barnabas? You say yourself, because Paul performed a miracle. In 

other words, the people had a good reason to think Paul was something special. 

But they concluded the wrong things about those miracles. There was a spiritual dimension 

involved. 

 

You state, 

 

But he didn't merely assert this, he was providing reasons for believing this, not to mention he had 

already provided reason, via the miracle, for the people to listen to him. I'm not quite sure how this 

supports your case. 

Acts 14 is the only place this happened. There are no miracles in Acts 17. He was called to Mars 

Hill to explain his message (the Gospel).  

 

__________ 

 

[Adam’s Seventh Comments] 

 

One of our more fundamental disagreements is that Christ draws someone to Himself apart from 

reason. I completely disagree, and I think the Scriptures attest to this.  

 

You said, "Their nature has to be dealt with first for them to even consider the reasonableness of 

any reasons."  

 

That's simply not true. Yes, salvation is an issue of the sinful nature surrendering to the work of 

Christ to make the new man, but that decision doesn't happen apart from reason. I mean, it would 

have to be the case that the sin nature is not the new nature, and that an unsaved person is not a 

saved person, before anyone could put their trust in Christ.  

 

Again, the laws of logic are prior. Other verses could certainly be cited, but John 20:30-31 make 

this thinking perfectly clear: "Therefore many other signs Jesus also performed in the presence of 

the disciples, which are not written in this book; but these have been written so that you may 

believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing you may have  life in His 

name."  

 

First someone has a reason to trust Christ, then they can put their trust in Him. Again, people can 

do this blindly, but why should they? 

 

You're correct that Paul did not personally perform a miracle in Acts 17, at least one is not 

recorded. But what did he do? He referred to the miracle of the resurrection as "proof" that what 

God says is true. He gave them a reason to believe God's authority and thus to believe the 



Gospel. If Paul would lay out such a case for the resurrection in 1 Cor. 15, and say it was in fact 

the Gospel, how much more would he do so for unbelievers who were hearing these new things? 

 

I realize you'll probably simply say that I'm not a TULIP believing Calvinist and so my soteriology 

is all wrong, etc., etc. My reply would simply be, if man is so dead that God must give each man 

what amounts to personal revelation in some mystical sense (sense it can't be via human reason 

at all) before he can understand anything about the Gospel or make any decisions about it, then 

what is the point of the Bible in the first place, or prophets, or Apostles, etc.? If each believer 

receives his own regeneration, and thus understanding of "spiritual things," prior to being able to 

understand the Bible, or reason about God, or intelligently discuss the truth claims of Christianity, 

why would God reveal anything to any prophets or Apostles? Why would He give miracles as 

signs confirming His message and messengers? It all seems pointless. Not to mention, it seems 

to contradict Scripture.  

 

[Fred’s Sixth Response] 

 

I'll break apart your response and offer a handful of observations. 

 

You write,  

 

This audience, being "very religious" … already believed in the supernatural and Paul met them there.-  

 

The Athenians were "religious" but that does not necessarily reflect the thinking of the 

"philosophers" on Mars Hill. The two primary groups Paul engaged were the Stoics and 

Epicureans. Of the two groups, the Epicureans were certainly atheistic in the sense that they 

were naturalistic materialists.  

 

You write, 

 

This audience, being "very religious" and thus not a group of atheists…-  

 

You seem to suggest that "atheism" is not religious belief. The atheists are just as religious as the 

most committed Christian. 

 

You state, 

 

After laying out some Thomistic sounding metaphysics and theology regarding what type of existence 

this God has-  

 

Paul did not try to "prove" God's existence. He merely pointed out what they already knew in 

their hearts to be true: that God exists. He didn't point them to the "possibility" of one, supreme 

and sovereign God existing, but declared to them the true and living God and the gods of their 

culture as false. he said, … through a Man whom He has appointed, having furnished PROOF 

[emphasis mine] to all men by raising Him from the dead.”…  

 



You state, 

 

How much clearer can it possibly get? He didn't quote Scripture-  

 

The "proof," or better translated, the "assurance" or "faith," Paul supplies is his testimony on the 

Resurrection. An event that is contained ONLY within the testimony of the Christian community 

at that time and was yet to be inscripturated, assuming Matthew and Luke were in the process of 

writing out their Gospels. Thus, Paul was calling them to believe his testimony and eventually, 

the testimony of the apostles in the Gospels. Or the Word of God. So he was "quoting" scripture. 

 

You write, 

 

… he quoted their own poets-  

 

Paul  certainly cited their poets, because their poets expressed in their writings what was truly 

known by everyman in his own heart, that there is a creator to whom they will be held 

accountable. The strategy of all apologists is to challenges the worldview inconsistencies of those 

to whom they are evangelizing.  

 

You write, 

 

and probably provided a pretty good argument for the resurrection if it was anything like his argument in 

1 Cor. 15.-  

 

This is speculation at best. Luke doesn't really say, but from the response he got and the 

immediacy in which Luke records the events in Acts 18, it's doubtful he had any further 

conversation with them. As for 1 Cor. 15, it is a text written to Christians and is not meant 

specifically for unbelievers. 

 

Continuing,  

 

… I hope it's safe to assume that you value logical thinking. 

 

Yes, but my value of "logic" is that it is grounded in the character of the revealed God of 

scripture. I don't go to Socrates to figure out that "A" is not "non-A" in the same way at the same 

time. The law of non-contradiction is a transcendent reality that pre-existed Socrates, because it 

is part of creation to think logically because logic is from our creator. 

 

Continuing,  

 

Moreover, you claim to know that the pagans had a false view of knowledge. But how do you know 

this?-  

 

By reading what they wrote. You have read what they wrote, right?  



You state, 

 

… how can we understand God's word? We can't appeal to God's word for that knowledge because 

that's the very thing we're trying to gain knowledge about.  

 

Adam, God created us with the ability to communicate and understand. We have knowledge 

about how to understand God's Word, because man was created to understand language and 

communicate. Historical-Grammatical hermeneutics are like the laws of logic: they are 

transcendent truths grounded in the mind of our creator. You and Dr. Howe are making this way 

too difficult. 

 

Continuing, 

 

First, I would consider this either a cheap shot or simply being lazy and arguing against a straw man. 

 

I can understand why you say this. There is a tone among younger folks that resonates this 

notion that we are not to be critical of other positions, especially among individuals who 

allegedly have the same "goals" in mind with "apologetics" however that is defined. I have a deep 

concern with this ecumenism among your body of apologists. I just hit on a few examples from 

the CRI issue. How one thinks about creationism is just a symptom of a deeper issue in my 

estimation.  

 

Dr. Howe, by his own testimony, is a YEC, but he doesn't explain how he came to those 

conclusions. Why does he believe this way about creation? The evidence? The Bible? By what 

authority?Just yesterday at our shepherd's conference, I had a long conversation with a group of 

pastors and leaders who happen to read my blog and they share the exact same concerns I 

highlighted in this article, that they see this encroaching compromise along important matters 

that are far too often placed into the category of "secondary" issues.  

 

Look at what you write, Your other questions move out of the realm of apologetics and into many 

other areas such as hermeneutics, pastoral care, theology, etc. You see, Adam, I don't separate 

hermeneutics, pastoral care, and theology from the realm of apologetics as if they are all 

different endeavors. According to Peter we begin our defense of the faith by setting apart Christ 

as Lord, and he is just as much Lord over these areas as He is over apologetics. Christianity must 

be presented as a whole, from Genesis to Revelation. Do you not agree with that? Thus, what 

Holly Ordway, an Episcopalian, has to say about soteriology and sanctification AFTER the 

"apologetics" converts a person to Christ, is much different than what Greg Koukl, who has a 

Calvary Chapel background and is baptistic, may say. Those realities are important.  

 

From the other comments, 

 

The Bible's authority is not being diminished in the least. Rather, what is actually happening is that the 

Bible's authority is being ESTABLISHED and not simply asserted. 

 



And as I noted in the outset of our exchange, the apostles didn't establish the authority of the 

Bible with their audience. They presupposed it, which means the simply asserted it. Basically, 

you would have me lay aside my most powerful weapon, God's Word, when I engage the enemy 

with truth. That I have to establish its effectiveness first before I can unleash it.  

 

You write, 

 

If I don't even believe God exists, then who cares what the Bible says! How can there be a word from God 

if God doesn't even exist in the first place, or at least the God of the Bible? We've got to meet people 

where they are and go from there. 

 

And this is our difference, as I have noted all along. People do know God exists, that is where 

you meet them. God has further promised if I preach to them from the Bible, He will convert 

them.  

 

You write, 

 

But how do we know x is true and y is not if one or the other is not self-evident to us? Does our 

investigation of x or y make one or the other true? Of course not, and who would argue such a thing? But 

if we don't self-evidently know whether x or y is true, is it not always the case that the reasonable person 

would investigate rather than guess? 

 

Put this claim to the test. The age of the earth, a subject you have been avoiding from sometime. 

Is it self-evident that the earth is billions of years old as deep time evolutionists say? Does the 

Bible have anything meaningful to say to this issue? Which one is correct? Or do you attempt to 

accommodate both positions? 


